Down:
1. Hit Walk-Off Home Run to win 1984 NLCS Game 4
3. Shortstop who played 10 seasons for Padres
5. Padres Closer in 1984
9. Future Padres Manager who was a catcher on the 1984 team

Across:
2. Manager of 1984 Padres
4. How many regular season wins the Padres hat in 1984
6. the 1984 Padres became the first team to win the NL __________ after being down 2-0
7. Age of "Mr. Padre" on Opening Day in 1984
8. Team the Padres beat in the 1984 NLCS to advance to the World Series
10. Won the 1984 NL Batting Title
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES

FIND 10 DIFFERENCES
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES
As a switch hitter, I became the first player to collect 100 hits from both sides of the plate

I was the starting Shortstop on the 1984 team that made the World Series

I was inducted into the San Diego Padres Hall of Fame on 8.8.15
WHOM AM I?

ANSWER

GARRY TEMPLETON
While with the Padres, I set the National League record for consecutive games played at 1,207.

I hit a Walk-off Home Run in Game 4 of the 1984 NLCS to keep our season alive and ultimately propel us to a World Series berth.

I finished my career a 10-time All-Star, two-time MVP of the All-Star Game, a two-time NLCS MVP, and the 1974 NL MVP.
WHO AM I?

ANSWER

STEVE GARVEY
INSTRUCTIONS
Match the photo of a player from the 1984 Padres team to his name.